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The Academic and Industrial
Embrace of Space–Time Methods
Every episode of the classic 1966–1969 television series Star
Trek begins with Captain Kirk’s (played by William Shatner)
famous words : “Space: The final frontier … .” While space may
not be the final frontier for the information and communication
theory community, it is proving to be an important and fruitful
one.
In the information theory community, the notion of space
can be broadly defined as the simultaneous use of multiple,
possibly coupled, channels. The notions of space–time and
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) channels are therefore
often used interchangeably. The connection between space and
MIMO is most transparent when we view the multiple channels
as created by two or more spatially separated antennas at a
wireless transmitter or receiver.
A large component of the current interest in space–time
methods can be attributed to discoveries in the late 1980s and
early 1990s that a rich wireless scattering environment can be
beneficial when multiple antennas are used on a point-to-point
link. We now know that adding antennas in a rich environment
provides proportional increases in point-to-point data rates,
without extra transmitted power or bandwidth.
The promise of big rewards for successful space–time or
MIMO modulation and coding design methods started a flood
of research from the academic and industrial communities
that continues today. Traditional codes that were designed as
one-dimensional streams in time and that achieved rates close
to the channel capacity with low error probability, are now
being reworked into codes that can achieve capacity on this
more complex MIMO channel, and at channel capacities much
higher than their scalar channel counterparts. Much of current
research focuses on channel modeling and measurement, and
on the design of modulation and coding techniques that are
two-dimensional, covering both space and time. Researchers
with backgrounds in engineering, physics, and mathematics are
contributing alike.
We are also reforming our ideas of what constitutes unwel-
come corruption and interference on a channel. The corrup-
tions that originate from unknown fluctuations in the channel,
from interfering users, or from additive noise at the receiver are
generally considered detrimental. In multichannel communica-
tions, another form of corruption results when signals from one
channel couple into another. As we now know, this form of cor-
ruption can sometimes be used to advantage, especially in mul-
tiple-antenna wireless systems where the coupling accounts for
a large part of the capacity gain over single-antenna systems.
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Early research has resulted in the acceptance of some
fledgling MIMO techniques into the third-generation cellular
standards both in the United States and Europe. There is
widespread belief that IEEE 802.11 (WiFi) systems will benefit
from space–time techniques. Academic research activities span
the range from group theory to random matrix theory to pack-
ings in Grassman manifolds. Furthermore, with advancements
in space–time or MIMO research comes the realization that
some wireline communications systems might also benefit
from MIMO research advances. For example, digital subscriber
line (DSL) circuits, where twisted pairs of cables run in close
proximity over long distances, exhibit coupling between the
pairs. Multimode fiber-optic cables have coupling between
their modes.
This Special Issue contains papers from various subareas
under the broad space–time umbrella. Ten papers are dedicated
to two-dimensional space–time code designs, covering various
aspects including block and trellis codes.
Seven papers consider Shannon-theoretic aspects of point-to-
point MIMO. Six papers are dedicated to the recent discoveries
that many of the point-to-point capacity benefits of multiple an-
tennas in a rich scattering environment carry over to a multiuser
environment. A base station or access point with multiple an-
tennas can communicate with a set of users, each with one an-
tenna. The resulting sum-capacity grows with the number of
users and antennas at the base station.
Five papers look at noncoherent and differential space–time
methods, where neither the transmitter nor the receiver knows
the matrix channel between them. Noncoherent methods are
viewed as candidates for rapidly changing mobile environments,
where there is little time for training to learn the channel.
Two papers examine stochastic aspects of a matrix-valued
channel, three look at beamforming in a scattering environment,
and two look at algorithmic and complexity issues related to
coding.
As this Special Issue shows, academic and industrial research
in space–time methods is still vibrant, and the field continues to
pose appealing problems to applied and theoretical engineers,
physicists, and mathematicians.
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